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Devolution of Les Bleus as a symbol of a multicultural French
future

Lindsay Sarah Krasnoff*

Historian

When France won the World Cup in 1998, the team’s multiethnic composition
was feted as a symbol of the nation’s new, postcolonial image. Alas, the
feel-good story did not last. Wins became scarce, scandals plagued the team and
football was politicized as the public deplored the ‘Playstation junkies’ too indi-
vidualistic to serve the nation. The infusion of racially charged rhetoric into the
discourse of Les Bleus led many to believe that French football is rife with
racism and that the national team is not well received by the public. On the
contrary, the public is generally supportive of Les Bleus. The negative discourse
is an anti-football backlash against the sport’s business climate, one fuelled by
traditional disdain for football, and shaded by domestic anxieties. This is the
‘second sports crisis’, an identity crisis less about racial identity and more about
the sociocultural norms of being French.

Introduction

Four years ago, French football experienced its ‘zero hour’ when Les Bleus spectac-
ularly self-destructed at the 2010 South Africa World Cup. Long-simmering tensions
between the players and head coach Raymond Domenech erupted when Nicolas
Anelka was sent home from the tournament early. Captain Patrice Evra got into an
altercation with Robert Duverne, one of the fitness coaches, during a public practice.
In highly French fashion, Anelka’s teammates went on strike in protest, just prior to
what became their last game in South Africa. Following these incidents, 80% of the
69,000 French polled felt that the team should exit the tournament, regardless of the
outcome of their last game.1

During the highly publicized, much discussed, toxic aftermath players were
called ‘caids de collège’, ‘arrogants’ and ‘sous-éduqués’ while pundits and pub-
lic alike came to terms with the farce.2 Sociologist Stéphane Beaud argued that
the players’ strike was an act of political consciousness, a revolt against the
stereotype of them portrayed in the media as young men who were ‘Playstation
Junkies’.3 Beaud noted that the 2010 team had many leaders who were born
and raised in the rough banlieues and that in many ways these players (and
thus the team) were still stigmatized by their origins.4 Press coverage seemed to
reaffirm this statement.

The noxious spectacle was a far cry from the height of French football 12 years
earlier when France won the World Cup for the first time. The home soil triumph
was a victory for the sport in France, and marked the first time that a majority of the
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public was actively engaged with the national team. Moreover, the players who wore
the jersey for Les Bleus in 1998 represented the best of France’s immigration
tradition. Teammates traced their ancestral roots to Europe, North Africa and Sub-
Saharan Africa, just as previous generations of Les Bleus did. Much was made of
the team’s multiethnic composition, the black-blanc-beur mélange that symbolized
the success of the French system of assimilation and the nation’s new, postcolonial
image. Optimism over the future prevailed, and the winning team radiated a positive
message to the national and international press. Despite detractors from the far-right
wing Front National (FN), who claimed the polyglot team did not represent the
‘real’ France, most supported the team and players into the new millennium as Les
Bleus won the 2000 European Championship. Alas, the feel-good story did not last.

A series of lacklustre performances starting with the 2002 World Cup exposed
the team’s performance to public critique. A new generation of players replaced the
ageing gladiators of 1998. Unsportsmanlike actions fuelled criticism, such as
Zinédine Zidane’s infamous headbutt in the 2006 World Cup final and Thierry
Henry’s November 2009 ‘hand ball’ goal against Ireland.

Equally detrimental were several high profile off-pitch incidents in which team
members were accused of lurid behaviour. Scandalous allegations of underage pros-
titution tarnished a few players, while escalating intra-squad feuds further strained
tensions at the team’s encampment at Clairefontaine. Allegations in Spring 2011 that
the French Football Federation (FFF) implemented racial quotas for the nation’s
youth training programmes further sullied football’s image. By the early 2010s, it
appeared that Les Bleus were in decline athletically and symbolically – a direct
corollary to the more general sense of the demise of the French state.

Football became politicized as the public deplored ‘Playstation junkies’ too
individualistic to serve the nation. The infusion of racially charged rhetoric into the
discourse of Les Bleus led many to believe that French football was (and remains)
rife with racism. But this is not the full story, as some writers have begun to demon-
strate. In June 2014, Beaud argued that the ‘violent tone of articles’ about the
national team during the past decade was rooted in the hyper-mediatization of foot-
ball, the deterioration of professional relations between players and journalists and
the scapegoating of team members, many of who rose from lower sociocultural
backgrounds.5

Such coverage conveys the notion that the national team is not well received by
the public. But is this actually the case? Is the team and all that it stood for in 1998
a mere glimpse in the rear-view mirror? On the contrary, the public is generally sup-
portive of Les Bleus, the team itself, which today enjoys an improved and hopeful
image. The negative discourse of the past several years is an anti-football backlash,
reflective of France’s historically poor esteem of the sport and fuelled by frustrations
over the growth of the football business. The lack of results on the field has also
made Les Bleus a target for criticism. Furthermore, dialogue surrounding the team is
shaded by the economic downturn, uneasiness about the future and the continued
rise of the FN, which seized football as a realm to promote its racist, anti-immigrant
platform. Other politicians raced to use football, a widely viewed and consumed
sport, for their agendas and thus hijacked the sport.

The politicization of football is not just about racism and the devolved image of
Les Bleus as the symbol of a positive future. It is a crisis of identity manifested
through the athletic realm. This is not the first time that sport serves as a backdrop
for a larger crise de confiance. The first French ‘sports crisis’ hinged on the lack of
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medals and titles at international competitions such as the Olympics in the 1960s. At
the time, the image of defeated athletes contrasted sharply with the Fifth Republic’s
preferred portrait of a resurgent, rejuvenated France that won. The government’s
quest to rectify the sports crisis was an attempt to change the identity of France from
one vanquished by defeat and denuded of empire to a modern, revitalized, youthful
leader.

Today, the second ‘sports crisis’ centres less on what one looks like (i.e. on
racial or ethnic identity) and is focused more on the cultural norms of being French.
The opinion makers and elite that set such norms have had a difficult relationship
with football for much of the past 100 years. They long disdained the sport as a
mercenary one. Consequently, many French were not as enamoured by football as
were their neighbours in Italy, England or the Netherlands. The 1998 World Cup
changed these deeply entrenched attitudes and inaugurated new relationships
between the French and their national team. In the process, journalist Joachim
Barbier argues, football was kidnapped, its culture forced into the larger value sys-
tem of French society.6 It is this intersection of culture and identity that led to the
present sports crisis.

Always a mixing pot

Les Bleus, lest anyone forget, is the oldest integrated national football team in
Europe. As early as the 1930s, non-Caucasian players represented the nation in
international competition. Les Bleus’ first black footballer, Raoul Diagne, did not
cause a stir when he took the field.7 Similarly, North Africans such as Labri Ben
Barek (1st call up: 1938) and Rachid Mekhloufi (October 1956) were also accepted
in the pre- and post-1945 as French.

Football has long served as an agent of assimilation. The team that placed third
at the 1958 World Cup was led by players whose parents or grandparents immi-
grated to France decades earlier: Raymond Kopa (Poland), Roger Piatoni (Italy) and
Just Fontaine (Spain), who still holds the record for most goals scored at a World
Cup. The ‘golden generation’ of the late 1970s and 1980s boasted players such as
Jean Tigana (Mali), Michel Platini (Italy), Marius Trésor (Guadeloupe) and Gérard
Janvion (Martinique), whose Frenchness was never questioned. Despite Jean-Marie
Le Pen’s criticism in the 1990s that Les Bleus were not properly French, the nation
embraced Lilian Thuram, Thierry Henry, Patrick Viera, Marcel Desailly, Zinédane
Zidane and the rest of the 1998 heroes.

Victories helped cement these players as French, and the turn-of-the-century tri-
umphs shone a bright light on the realm of football in new ways. Since the televised
diffusion of sports in the 1960s, but most notably after television’s liberalization in
1984, the image of what French teams look like reinforces ideas of national identity.
Broadcasts of winning athletes were strong symbols of reinventing French identity.
By the early 2000s, the image of a victorious, integrated, postcolonial France was
viewed through the exploits of Zidane, Thuram and Henry. The prominent attention
bestowed upon what it meant to be French by politicians, and the media focused on
football, especially the realm of youth development, as an incubator of French citi-
zenship. This is in part why the alleged racial quota issue struck such a nerve as it
questioned French football’s esteemed tradition of integration and assimilation. As
journalist Philippe Auclair wrote in The Blizzard, ‘there are now tens of thousands
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of people, at home and abroad, who are convinced that French football is rife with
institutional racism and discrimination, when it should be hailed as a model’.8

It’s not the team … it’s French society’s view of football

It is important to remember that the French historically have not embraced football
and its cultural associations. The sport represents the best of republican ideals, such
as meritocracy, democracy, fair-play and sportsmanship, and is the most consumed
and played in France. However, due to football’s social pedigree, or lack thereof,
society never truly respected it.

Football was first introduced in France as a sport for the upper and upwardly
aspiring middle classes in the latter part of the nineteenth century. It democratized in
the 1910s and became a sport of the masses in the 1920s. Its professionalization in
1932, after which sportsmen were paid for their efforts, solidified football’s status as
working-class sport, one without class.

The mercenary status of professional football pitted it against the ideals of
amateur athletics long held by the opinion-making bourgeoisie and educated classes.
The emphasis on amateurism was at the root of the first sports crisis. During the
1960s, France had difficulty competing in the new Cold War sports framework
where ‘amateur’ athletes were subsidized in the Eastern Bloc. The Rome 1960
Olympics at which the French placed 25th in the overall medal count demonstrated
that in order to win, athletes had to have time, space and freedom from some fiscal
responsibilities to train. France’s debate over whether or not to subsidize elite
athletes endured until the 1975 Mazeaud Law proscribed state support for sport as
part of the national culture.

In the context of team sports, rugby, handball and basketball all hold greater
prestige within French society than football, despite their more recent professional-
ization. According to Michel Rat, former basketball player for Les Bleus and former
director of the National Basketball Center, French esteem for basketball and hand-
ball in particular benefitted from their close historic ties to physical education within
the school day.9 For decades, football lacked this association. Another illustration of
French prejudice against football was a mid-1950s government suggestion to invest
more money in basketball as the team sport best suited to the French cerebral psy-
che.10 Football did not receive similar pushes from the Fifth Republic. As the first
team sport to professionalize, football was thus stigmatized and long held a low
sociocultural status.

Jérôme de Bontin, Chairman of Rush Soccer, former President of AS Monaco
FC and former General Manager of the New York Red Bulls, recalled growing up
in the French bourgeoisie of the 1960s and 1970s. ‘While there were a few kids
interested in football’, he said, ‘we recognized that it was not the proper thing to talk
about with our friends’ parents’.11 This sentiment prevailed despite the fact that foot-
ball began to take its place within popular culture thanks to the winning records of
clubs such as Nantes, Sochaux, Bordeaux, Marseille and St. Etienne. For Alexis
Gallice, the CEO of the French Soccer Institute, little had changed by the 1980s and
1990s. ‘Often in France’, Gallice said, ‘sport is not a primary focus, and often the
intellectual world opposes it’.12

The cultural stigma began to change in the 1980s as a generation of dynamic,
creative players drove French football to international success. Winning the 1984
Euro and Olympic tournaments and strong performances at the 1982 and 1986
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World Cups helped build Les Bleus’ popularity. De Bontin credited Michel Platini’s
creativity with generating more interest in football, a phenomenon he believed
reoccurred with Zidane, Thuram, and Henry.

The 1998 win helped solidify Les Bleus’ popularity. Gallice, then 22 years old,
believed that it helped change attitudes towards football. The game was ‘put on a
pedestal’, he said.13 The triumph enabled France to feel good about itself. Yet, for
some, such as Laurent Courtois, a professional footballer who played in Europe and
the United States, ‘winning the World Cup [did not] change the way I see my
country’.14 Despite France’s various communities uniting behind the team at the
turn-of-the-century, it remained a country with a complicated society.

Hopes were high after Les Bleus won the 2000 Euro but there was also now the
expectation to win at the highest levels. Starting in 2002, victory did not come as
fluidly or frequently. Initial public criticism was muted. According to Daniel Jeandu-
peux, a former professional player and coach in Switzerland and France, the players
of 1998 were untouchable, beyond public critique – until they were eliminated dur-
ing the first stage of Japan 2002. There, he said, it became clear ‘that these idols
were only men, with all of their weaknesses and sloppiness’. Importantly, he noted,
‘they were forgiven because they also gave’.15 Yet, wins became scarcer and that
translated into lost love for the team.

In contrast to earlier eras, the rapidly changed nature of football after 2000
unnerved the French. The culture of football celebrity permeated the media and, as
Jeandupeux noted, ‘the personal lives of the players took place in the spotlight’,
whereas in previous eras, the press did not seek it out.16 As players for Les Bleus
played professionally in England, Spain, Italy and Germany, leagues where there
was much more money than in Ligue 1, they began to earn tremendous amounts of
money. Courtois noted the irony that those who begrudged young footballers the
fortunes they earned in professional sport, ‘will ask them to perform for and love
their country while pointing fingers at them for political reasons’.17

French football academies added fuel to the fire, according to Courtois. ‘Soccer
is so exposed compared to the rest of other professional sports’, he said. ‘A player
can make a living pretty quickly’ through the academy system, but ‘stop school
much too early, and not have the same environment as other athletes in different
sports to grow as an individual’. Many young footballers thus do not have the
demeanour with which to handle the media scrutiny. The Internet amplified the cul-
ture of celebrity and the mishaps of French football’s young stars. In France, this is
much less tolerated than large salaries.

The sport’s rapid commercialization, commodification, celebrity culture and
scandals unleashed a backlash. According to de Bontin, these changes ‘started refu-
elling the anti-football sentiment in the country’, which was suppressed during the
previous periods of Les Bleus’ successes. ‘Seeing uneducated athletes’, he said,
‘black or white, reach the stardom status that they had, making the money they were
making’, fuelled public antagonism for a sport so poorly regarded. ‘You could be a
successful tennis player or successful skier or whatever Olympic discipline you are
involved in’, he said, ‘but football was never fully accepted for what it was’.18

Yet, the anti-football backlash is different from a loss of faith or belief in the
national team. ‘Don’t get the wrong idea’, de Bontin said. ‘The French national team
is still very popular’. Despite this, the team suffers from public prejudices and
misconceptions.
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The race card

Is the anti-football backlash tied to racism? For de Bontin, the negativity surround-
ing football in the 1990s could be attributed to racist sentiments. Today, however,
‘most French consider French-born blacks French’.19 This sentiment was aided by
the unprecedented popularity of the 1998 team, which muted the issue of race.
While it is widely acknowledged that racism exists and is a problem in France,
many past and present players emphasize that there is no racism between team-
mates.20

What does one make of racism in the public discourse of football if it is not
directly aimed at Les Bleus themselves? There is a direct corollary between the pub-
lic image of Les Bleus and their football record. In previous decades, the negative
press coverage brutally dissected poor national team performances, even when the
team was composed primarily of Caucasian players. For Courtois, recent media vit-
riol against football expressed ‘frustration or jealousy’ over results or the players’
salaries.21 Yet, when the team won, criticism was muted. Gallice noted that ‘the
1998 final gave to France the sense that all was going well if one won – that the vic-
tory meant that one could continue as before’.22 When things changed, so did that
sentiment.

In the years since 1998, France has contended with a multitude of problems,
ranging from high youth unemployment and unrest in the banlieues to the continued
rise of the FN under new party head Marine Le Pen. Moreover, the country contin-
ues to confront an economic recession. Historically, when the economy is weak or
fragile, the press records the rise of xenophobia within public discourse under the
guise of protecting French jobs and culture while scapegoating newer arrivals. This
occurred during the economic stagnation of the 1880s/1890s and 1930s when recent
immigrant groups, notably Jews from Central and Eastern Europe, but also Poles
and Italians, were targets. In previous eras, xenophobia was thus often linked with
anti-Semitism. As immigration since decolonization includes large waves of people
from north to sub-Saharan Africa with different skin complexions, the more recent
xenophobic, anti-immigrant sentiment is tinged with racism.

The rise of racism and xenophobia is not a strictly French phenomenon. As Gal-
lice pointed out, the question of whether immigrants endangered the ideals of a
nation as posed today by the far-right-wing occurs in other parts of Europe. ‘We see
this rise’, he said, ‘because of a complicated economic situation’.23 For Jeandupeux,
the economic difficulties of France have led to greater rejection of immigration, and
this is reflected in racially coded press coverage of the team. ‘Players who are not
well liked, such as Evra or Anelka, suddenly have different colour skin, while Nasri
and Benzema (when he lacks combativeness) are suddenly from another geographic
origin’, he said. ‘When their adopted comportment is less and less like the normal
“French” one, such as Ribery and his adaption of Islam in a majority Catholic
country’, racism rises its head.24

Courtois noted that the public image of Les Bleus at times suffers from these lar-
ger sociopolitical maladies. ‘I feel like we want to blame football players for every
problem France has’, he said.25 The anti-football backlash has less to do with overt
racism than with what it means to be culturally French – a form of discrimination,
certainly, but not one necessarily based solely on skin colour. Thus, in this instance,
culture is not a code word for racism. There is a long-held, deeply seeded bias
against football within French culture. With the exception of rugby, there is very
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little negative publicity surrounding other national teams, such as basketball,
because these teams – as multiethnic as they are – generally win matches. Press and
public discourse never question these players’ Frenchness. Rugby used to be more
immune to negative connotations, but since its professionalization and increased
commodification, the sport is increasingly exposed to the problems and critiques
experienced by football.

Conclusions

The players who were named to Les Bleus for the two-stage World Cup qualifying
matches against Ukraine in November 2013 decided to rewrite history. The quest to
qualify for Brazil 2014, dubbed ‘Operation Commando’ by the players, was an
example of team solidarity. It also illuminated national support for the team in a
way unprecedented since 2010.26 As in 1998, the nation came together to stand
behind Les Bleus.

FFF President Noel Le Graet gave the team a pep talk in the days prior to the
derby’s second leg, as did comedian Jamel Debbouze. A female television weather
reporter bet that, should the team prevail and head to Brazil, she would report the
weather live in the buff. Much of Le Graet’s talk revolved around feeling together
as a team, and mobilizing for love of the French jersey.27 It was not until the team
arrived at the Stade de France a few hours before the final game on 19 November
2013, however, that they understood how much the public supported and cheered
for them wholeheartedly. The two-game series helped revive the image of the team,
which, Jeandupeux said, ‘is once again clean and smooth’.28 Courtois added that
‘we have talent, knowledge, and coaches. We just have an identity-political problem
and a lack of passion to accept and promote our athletes’.

The Summer 2014 Brazilian campaign was generally considered a success. The
team reached the quarter-finals, and the heart demonstrated on the field won back
supporters around the globe. So, too, did the players’ conscious efforts to right the
perceived wrongs of the previous World Cup crew. Les Bleus reached out to fans.
To do so, they took to Twitter. By the end of training camp in May 2014, the major-
ity of the squad had Twitter accounts. Those who did not previously have one
started an account on their own initiative, without a direct mandate from the federa-
tion to do so. Throughout the tournament, their Tweets emphasized team cama-
raderie, pride to be French and play for the nation, and helped put a new face to Les
Bleus. Combined with stellar performances on the pitch, the team’s popularity at
home rose.

Has the image of Les Bleus devolved since 1998? On the contrary, Auclair
writes, ‘like every former imperial power, France is groping for a new sense of
national identity. And in this, football is leading the way’.29 French support for Les
Bleus remains solid. The negative discourse of the past several years is more a
reflection of the growing anti-football (and anti-football establishment) sentiment in
France than an actual distaste for the team itself. The ongoing economic crisis,
uneasiness over the future and the amplification of provocative Front National
rhetoric has shaded and politicized football in a way that other sports in France have
not yet experienced. This is France’s ‘second sports crisis’, one over identity, not in
a racial or ethnic sort of way (i.e. how one looks), but over what is the French way.
In some aspects, perhaps the team strike in 2010 demonstrated that Les Bleus, even
those who rose from the banlieues, were indeed thoroughly French.
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